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Quiz 2

Q1 Instructions
0 Points

Answer each of the following questions to the best of your ability. There will be 

no partial credit given for these problems - so each one is an "all or nothing" 

challenge. Remember that quizzes don't count for much, though, so don't panic 

if you get something wrong!

Save Answer

Q2 Parallel RDBMS Truths (or Not!)
5 Points

Consider the following DDL statements having been executed in a parallel 

RDBMS:

CREATE TABLE Dept (did INT PRIMARY KEY, dname TEXT NOT NULL, phone TEXT); 

CREATE TABLE Emp (eid INT PRIMARY KEY, ename TEXT, salary INT, rank TEXT, 
                  dept INT, FOREIGN KEY (dept) REFERENCES Dept(did));

Assume that all tables in the given parallel RDBMS are hash-partitioned and 

then locally indexed on their primary keys by default. Also assume that 

appropriate secondary indexes have been created on fields appearing in

 WHERE  clauses when answering questions below related to indexing.
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Q2.1
1 Point

In a parallel RDBMS with global secondary indexes, the system cannot execute 

the query SELECT * FROM Emp WHERE salary BETWEEN 100000 and 110000  

without involving every node in the cluster.

 Correct

Save Answer Last saved on Apr 30 at 2:59 PM

Q2.2
1 Point

In a parallel RDBMS with local secondary indexes, the system will be able to 

execute the query SELECT * FROM Emp WHERE eid = 123456  without involving 

every node in the cluster.

 Correct

Save Answer Last saved on Apr 30 at 2:59 PM

Q2.3
1 Point

The set-oriented nature of SQL makes it difficult to apply parallelism in the 

implementation of parallel RDBMS query engines.

 Correct
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Q2.4
1 Point

Consider the SQL join query SELECT * FROM Emp, Dept WHERE dept = did . 

Hashing both input tables on their join columns can be used both to parallelize 

join execution across the cluster as well as to handle the situation where the 

nodes processing the query have significantly less memory than the size of 

their partition of the smaller input table.

 Correct

Save Answer Last saved on Apr 30 at 2:59 PM

Q2.5
1 Point

When doubling the number of nodes in a parallel RDBMS while keeping the 

data size fixed successfully enables it to execute twice as many concurrent 

queries per second, this is called:

 Correct

Save Answer Last saved on Apr 30 at 2:59 PM
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Q3 The Key is to Have Values
5 Points

Consider a key-value store that shards its data to scale out and that employs a 

peer-to-peer replication architecture to maintain 3 copies of each key's value.

Q3.1
1 Point

Suppose that a particular application involves just two keys, X and Y, and their 

values, and suppose that those values undergo the following changes over 

time. (Parenthesized values indicate no change.)

Which of the following (X,Y) pairs might the application see at time t=5 if it 

reads X and Y under the consistent prefix level of consistency?

 Correct

Save Answer Last saved on Apr 30 at 2:59 PM

Q3.2
1 Point

Which of the following (X,Y) pairs might the application see at time t=5 above if 

it reads X and Y under the eventual consistency level of consistency?

(10,0)

(10,30)

(50,30)

(50,20)



 Correct
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Q3.3
1 Point

Which of the following (X,Y) pairs might the application see at time t=5 above if 

it reads X and Y under the strong consistency level of consistency?

 Correct

Save Answer Last saved on Apr 30 at 2:59 PM

Q3.4
1 Point

In order to ensure that writes do not conflict and that copies of a given key's 

value will not diverge over time, which of the following would be necessary and 

sufficient for the fastest possible put(X, 40) operation execution?

(10,0)

(10,30)

(50,30)

(50,20)

(10,0)

(10,30)

(50,30)

(50,20)



 Correct
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Q3.5
1 Point

There is a theorem in distributed systems that indicates that the designers of a 

key-value store will have to choose at most three of the following four 

properties for their system:  Consistency, Repeatability, Availability, and 

Partition-tolerance. This theorem is commonly referred to as the CRAP 

theorem.

 Correct

Save Answer Last saved on Apr 30 at 2:59 PM
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Write the new key-value pair to any one node that has a copy of X and then

acknowledge the put.



Write the new key-value pair to all 3 nodes that have a copy of X and then

acknowledge the put.



Write the new key-value pair to any two nodes that have a copy of X and

then acknowledge the put.



Write the new key-value pair to all 3 nodes that have a copy of X but

acknowledge the put after 2 nodes respond.
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FALSE
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